4.  Postcards from the USA

Jake macht mit seiner Familie Urlaub in den USA
im Bundesstaat Utah. Seinen Freund Mike hält er
durch Postkarten von jedem Ort, den er besucht,
auf dem Laufenden. Leider sind die Postkarten
schnell geschrieben und deshalb stark fehlerhaft.
Sie müssen dringend korrigiert werden.

Einstieg
ca. 2 Minuten

vvKopien des Textblattes Jake’s postcards (S. 33)
vvKopien des Lösungsblattes Jake’s postcards –
Solutions (S. 34)

Das bereiten Sie vor
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vvZiehen Sie die Vorlage Hello from the USA!
auf Folie.
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vvKopieren Sie das Textblatt Jake’s postcards
in Klassenstärke und das Lösungsblatt Jake’s
postcards – Solutions in halber Klassenstärke
und zerschneiden Sie die Textstreifen entlang
der gestrichelten Linien.
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Erarbeitungsphase

an

vvEine physische Landkarte der USA, in der
Salt Lake City eingetragen ist, falls die Schüler
eine solche nicht in ihrem Lehrbuch haben

Präsentieren Sie der Klasse die Landkarte und lassen
Sie die Schüler darauf zunächst die Stadt Salt Lake
City finden. Leiten Sie dann auf die Erarbeitungs
phase hin: Jake spends his holidays in Utah with his
parents. They arrived in Salt Lake City last Monday.
Jake writes postcards to his friend Mike from every
place they visit. Let’s read his first postcard from Salt
Lake City to find out what they have already done.
Unfortunately, it’s full of mistakes that need to be
corrected.
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Materialliste
vvFolie Hello from the USA! (S. 32), OHP
und Folienstift
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Stundenverlauf

Darum geht’s

ca. 15 Minuten

Projizieren Sie die erste Postkarte von Jake an die
Wand und geben Sie den Schülern etwas Zeit, sie
still durchzulesen. In leistungsschwächeren Kursen
können Sie die Zeilen markieren, in denen Fehler
versteckt sind, oder sogar die Fehler bereits unterstreichen. Korrigieren Sie die Fehler dann gemeinsam mit den Schülern im Plenum. Verbessern Sie
die Textstelle auf der Folie mit einem Folienstift.
Im Anschluss werden die Regeln zur Vermeidung
der Fehler wie folgt an der Tafel formuliert:
Monday, Tuesday, …,
likewise: January, February, …
(weekdays and months are capitalized)
in the afternoon/the evening
(the preposition at is only used for points
of time, e.g. at six o’clock, at noon)
also remember: (on) the next day
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4.  Postcards from the USA - Lehrerhinweise

another (one word)
at the end of an email: Yours
(mind the “s”)

Abschluss

ca. 10 Minuten

Fragen Sie die Schüler abschließend, wo sie am
liebsten hinreisen würden. Schüler, die gern den
Great Salt Lake sehen würden, stellen sich an die
Ihnen gegenüberliegende Wand. Schüler, die gern
in den Canyonlands National Park fahren würden,
stellen sich an die linke Wand. Schüler, die gern
die Wasatch Mountains besuchen würden, stellen
sich an die rechte Wand. Bitten Sie einige Schüler
dann, ihre Wahl zu begründen.
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(to) listen to music
(to) listen (to sth./so.): zuhören
k I listened to my Taylor Swift CD yesterday.
(to) hear: hören
k Do you hear the birds?
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much: viel
(non-countable nouns, e.g. much milk)
many: viele
(countable nouns, e.g. many t-shirts,
also: many people)

Beenden Sie die Übungsphase, sobald alle Schüler
den letzten Text bearbeitet haben.
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in the picture

Having corrected all the texts, think about which
of these three places you would like to visit most
and why. Then, find a partner. Talk together about
where you would like to go and why. When you
are done, separate and find a new partner.
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a + word starting with a consonant sound,
e.g. a ship [ʃɪp], a uniform [ˈjuːnɪfɔːm]
an + word starting with a vowel sound,
e.g. an elephant [ˈelɪfənt], an SMS [esemes]
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Nachdem die Schüler die Regeln in ihr Heft
geschrieben haben, werden diese in der
nächsten Phase geübt.

Übungsphase

Ve

ca. 18 Minuten

©

Legen Sie für die Übungsphase die drei Post
kartentexte vom Textblatt und umgedreht die
dazugehörigen Lösungen in Form eines Text
Repair Triangles (siehe S. 14) auf Ihr Pult und
lassen Sie die Schüler die Texte wie auf S. 14
beschrieben bearbeiten.
Schreiben Sie für besonders schnelle Schüler die
folgende Turboworkers-Aufgabe an die Tafel:
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4.  Postcards from the USA - Folienvorlage

Hello from the USA!

uh
r

Dear Mike,

My family and I arrived in Salt Lake City last monday, and
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we’ve already seen a lot. Yesterday was awesome – especially the
evening. At the morning we took part in a interesting guided tour
through SLC during which the tour guide told us many secrets
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about the city. Afterwards we had a picnic for lunch in Pioneer Park.
It was good to relax for a hour. You can see the park on the picture
on the other side of the postcard. At the afternoon we went
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shopping – I actually bought a nice present for you. I hope you’ll
like it. At the evening we went ice skating in the Olympic Oval.
The Olympic Oval is the place where the speed skating competitions
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took place during the winter Olympic Games 2002. It definitely
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was more than skating – there was a live DJ, there were black
lights and lasers. First, I took part in a speed skating class with
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much other skaters. When I got tired of skating, I sat down to
watch the other skaters and to hear the music the DJ was playing.
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We’ll go to the Great Salt Lake on friday, so you can

32

look forward to an other postcard.
Your Jake
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4.  Postcards from the USA - Textblatt

Jake’s postcards
Hey Mike,
we went swimming in it together. The lake is so salty that you float on the water! That

was an unique experience. There were so much people who had fun lying on the water.
An other thing which is very interesting is that the lake is not deep at all. That is why

there were many parents with their children. At the afternoon we went hiking along the
shore. It didn’t take us many time to find the hiking trail we wanted to follow, because
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Read the postcard
from the Great Salt
Lake carefully.
Find and correct the
mistakes. Then,
check your solution
with the solution
sheet.
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Today, we went to the Great Salt Lake. You can see it on the picture. At the morning

there were many signs. We hiked for about a hour. My parents talked a lot while I heard
music. We went back to our hotel in the evening. It was a awesome friday!
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Your Jake

Hi Mike,

It’s sunday, and I’m writing from Canyonlands National Park. It’s an huge national park
see them on the postcard picture. We had a amazing view on the Green and Colorado
Rivers. At noon we had a picnic at the Green River Overlook. There were so much hikers
taking pictures. Then, we hiked for a other hour to go back to where we had started.
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In the afternoon we went whitewater rafting – that was really a extreme experience –
I was glad I had an helmet! We drove back to our hotel in the evening. I wanted to hear
music, but I fell asleep right away. We’ll go to the Wasatch Mountains on monday, so
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Read the postcard
from Canyonlands
National Park
carefully. Find and
correct the mistakes.
Then, check your
solution with the
solution sheet.
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– actually it’s Utah’s largest one. At the morning we hiked on the high cliffs – you can

watch out for an other postcard!

p noon: Mittag

Ve

Your Jake

Hi Mike,
Today is monday, and we are in the Wasatch Mountains, a immensely huge mountain

©

Read the postcard
from the Wasatch
Mountains carefully.
Find and correct the
mistakes. Then, check
your solution with
the solution sheet.

range. At the morning we went mountain biking on one of the trails, but it was a
exhausting activity to bike through the mountains. I wish we had come here in the
winter. As you can see on the postcard picture, there’s many snow here in the winter,
so this place turns into a skier’s paradise then. However, I’m happy that we’ll stay for
a other day. I’ll try rock climbing tomorrow. That’ll be a awesome experience.
I’ll come home on wednesday. See you then!
Your Jake
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4.  Postcards from the USA - Lösungsblatt

Jake’s postcards - Solutions
Solution sheet: Postcard from the Great Salt Lake
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Hey Mike,
Today, we went to the Great Salt Lake. You can see it on in the picture. At In the morning
we went swimming in it together. The lake is so salty that you float on the water!
That was an a unique experience. There were so much many people who had fun lying
on the water. An other Another thing which is very interesting is that the lake is not
deep at all. That is why there were many parents with their children. At In the afternoon
we went hiking along the shore. It didn’t take us many much time to find the hiking trail
we wanted to follow, because there were many signs. We hiked for about a an hour.
My parents talked a lot while I heard listened to music. We went back to our hotel in
the evening. It was a an awesome Friday!
Yours Jake

Solution sheet: Postcard from Canyonlands National Park
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Hi Mike,
It’s Sunday, and I’m writing from Canyonlands National Park. It’s an a huge national park
– actually it’s Utah’s largest one. At In the morning we hiked on the high cliffs – you can
see them on in the postcard picture. We had a an amazing view on the Green and Colorado
Rivers. At noon we had a picnic at the Green River Overlook. There were so much many
hikers taking pictures. Then, we hiked for a other another hour to go back to where we
had started. In the afternoon we went whitewater rafting – that was really a an extreme
experience – I was glad I had an a helmet! We drove back to our hotel in the evening.
I wanted to hear listen to music, but I fell asleep right away. We’ll go to the Wasatch
Mountains on Monday, so watch out for an other another postcard!
Yours Jake
p noon: Mittag
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Solution sheet: Postcard from the Wasatch Mountains
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Hi Mike,
Today is Monday, and we are in the Wasatch Mountains, a an immensely huge mountain
range. At In the morning we went mountain biking on one of the trails, but it was
a an exhausting activity to bike through the mountains. I wish we had come here in
the winter. As you can see on in the postcard picture, there’s many much snow here in
the winter, so this place turns into a skier’s paradise then. However, I’m happy that we’ll
stay for a other another day. I’ll try rock climbing tomorrow. That’ll be a an awesome
experience. I’ll come home on Wednesday. See you then!
Yours Jake
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